Supporting Mathematics Teachers – Reception to Year 12

2020 TERM 3 Newsletter
July 30
MASA Executive meeting 5pm online
(week2)
August 5 MASA Quiz Night – Modified format for 2020 – DIY at your school
(week 3) click here for form and information
August 6 Online Workshops for Secondary Teachers – click here
(week 3) 4pm – Calculus concepts and calculators
5pm – Specialist Maths
Aug 13
Online workshops for Secondary Teachers – Click here
(week 4) 4 pm – Combining S.T.E and M through the use of design
Challenges 5pm- Sequences series and calculators
Aug 19
Hamman School Mathematics Competition 10am
(week 5)
Aug 20
Online Workshops for Secondary Teachers – click here
(week 5) 4pm- Using SCINEMA films to put maths in context
5pm – Power of matrices and their real power
Aug 21
JSMEP/SAMTQ Projects due at MASA office in digital formats
(Week 5) More info here
Aug 27
Hamann School Maths Competition Papers due at MASA office
(week 6) By Close of Business
Aug 27
2- hour Online Workshop for New Maths Leaders
(week 6) Click here for form
Aug 29
JSMEP/SAMTQ judging at MASA office
(week 6)
Aug 31
Hamann School Maths Competition marking night
(week 7) 4.15pm Adelaide High School
Sept 3
Maths Leaders online forum 4-5pm – click here
(week 7)
Sept 3
MASA Committee meeting 5pm online and at MASA office
(week 7)
Set 16
Hamann School Maths Competition Presentation night
(week 9) by invitation
Sept 19
Primary Maths Conference – Parkside Primary school
(week 9) Save the date – Presenter form
Oct 26
JSMEP/SAMTQ Presentation Night EDC
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(week 3) By invitation
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Term 3 2020 President’s Message
This year so far has brought us many challenges, stress, opportunities, and growth. I am
delighted that the mathematics community has maintained direction and our focus has
remained on the best interests of our students.
We were excited to see that the late Carol Moule was honoured with an Order of Australia
Medal for her service to education and mathematics. Anyone that knew Carol was aware
of her generosity. Her advice and support of the mathematics teachers, students and
community will be missed.
Despite the restrictions, MASA has maintained our offerings for professional learning. This
term we will expand on these offerings with online secondary mathematics workshops. I
encourage you to attend these Thursday workshops. To finish the term we have our Primary
Mathematics Conference held at Parkside Primary School.
The Remote and Rural Schools Mathematics Program is expanding. Our Professional
Officer, Helen Booth, has been an asset in setting up a term full of school visits across the
state. This program continues to focus on catering for the specific needs of the teachers at
each of the schools we visit. Our priority is to support the teaching and learning of
mathematics in remote schools in South Australia. If you are interested in being part of this
free program for remote and rural schools, that is supported by the Education Minister, Hon
John Gardner, please make contact with Helen Booth. masaprojects@masanet.com.au
Now that restrictions have lifted, the office staff are back in the physical office and work to
set up the new building has restarted. An interactive whiteboard was installed last term
which was pivotal in maintaining our contact with the remote schools. The classroom chairs
and tables were delivered over the break. However, our most exiting room is the library.
One of the biggest contributors to the library was the late Carol Moule OAM. We are very
thankful that she has donated her books to the Association. This generous contribution has
allowed us to create the free library. We are looking forward to offering an office warming
later in the year to open the library and allow members to see our new home.
Student activities will continue this term. Saturday Morning Mathematics will start up again,
Quiz Night is going ahead in an online format, and JSMEP and SAMTQ will continue in their
current format. After a delayed start, the Hamman SMC will run this term with marking and
presentations nights to follow shortly afterwards.
Stay safe and well this term. I look forward to seeing many of you at our professional
learning throughout the term.

Warm regards,
Rebecca Garrett
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MASA Online sessions for Teachers of Secondary School Mathematics
2 sessions each Thursday for 3 weeks – mix and match to suit your Professional learning
requirements. Each session one hour, charged @ $15 per session. Certificates of
attendance will be issued.
August 6th (Term 3 week 3)
4pm – Calculus concepts and calculators with Barry Kissane (Murdoch University)
5pm – Specialist Maths with Deb Woodard-Knight (Walford Anglican School for Girls)
August 13th (Term 3 week 4)
4pm – Combining S.T.E. and M through the use of design challenges with Jennifer Chalmers
(The Royal Institution of Australia)
5pm – Sequences, series and calculators with
Barry Kissane (Murdoch University)
August 20th (term 3 week 5)
4pm – Using SCINEMA films to put maths in
context with Jennifer Chalmers (RIAUS)
5pm – Power of matrices and their real power
with Constantin Naum (Woodville High
School)
For session descriptions and registration click
here

Online Professional Learning Opportunity for New Maths Leaders
When: Thursday August 27th 4pm-6-pm
Where: via Zoom – invitation to be sent to registrants
Cost: $30inc gst
Advice for maths or STEM leaders new to the
role, or looking for resources
2-hour online session led by Rebecca Garrett,
MASA President and Head of Maths for Trinity
College. Certificates of attendance will be
issued.
Click here for registration form
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Secondary Maths Leaders Online Forum
Thursday September 3rd 4pm-5pm. Free of charge.
Sweller’s Cognitive Load Theory helps us understand how important student working
memory is when it comes to learning mathematics. We will briefly discuss CLT and
brainstorms ways that we can utilise this knowledge inside the mathematics classroom to
optimise learning.
Zoom invitations will be sent.
Click here for registration

2020 Primary Teachers Maths Conference – Save the Date 19th September
Come together Saturday 19th September at Parkside Primary School to hear the latest in
maths education for teachers of Primary School level maths. Inspirational educator,
Andrew Lorimer-Derham of Think Square is our Keynote speaker and we have a growing
and varied list of other workshop sessions to offer. If you or a colleague (or you and a
colleague) have something relevant you wish to share at this event, please click on this
form and send us your idea. Presenters attend free of charge.

Remote and Rural Schools Mathematics Program
RRSMP will combine face-to-face and online support in Term 3. We are keen to continue
supporting teachers in both domains. This support will be tailored to the needs of the
schools and teachers in each district. Our focus remains on improvement of teacher
pedagogy.
MASA Professional Officer, Helen Booth, has developed further materials to support the
mathematics teachers in these country areas of South Australia. Workshops can be on
zoom and participants will leave with ready to use resources.
Thank you to the Education Minister, Hon John
Gardner, for the funding to support our remote
and rural schools. If your school or region want
to be part of this free scheme, please contact
Helen on masaprojects@masanet.com.au
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Think about nominating for the John
Gaffney award
2020 John Gaffney Awards close Friday 30th October $1000+ grants to
be used for approved Professional Learning and travel support.
Click here for the information and application form

Queen’s Birthday Honours List
Carol Moule honoured
In January last year MASA was saddened
by the loss of our past president, director,
long-time associate, and friend, Carol
Moule, aged 75. Carol began her
teaching career in the mid-1960s and her
talents and abilities were in full
engagement from that time. Carol
headed up maths faculties in several
schools, she ran a tuition school, taught
education students at universities, and
enthused and supported students and
colleagues throughout her long career.
Carol’s voluntary contributions to maths
education were numerous and generous.
She was a member and contributor to
MASA for 25-30 years, including 3 terms as
President. She was on AAMT sub-committees and represented maths education on many
projects including in a ministerial advisory capacity. She wrote maths resources and she
encouraged others to get involved with MASA. She convened maths conferences for 25
years
Carol made herself available at all hours for teachers of mathematics who had problems
of any kind.
Carol was so deeply and broadly about maths education, but still had time to be a
talented seamstress and an accomplished sportswoman, excelling in hockey, tennis, and
table tennis. She adored her family and was adored in return. Her time was very full,
boosting and supporting her grandchildren, spending hours watching them play sport, as
well as providing plenty of other support. She loved going to the shack and reading,
having friends around for a long lunch and a tall story. Carol’s absence is keenly felt by
enormous numbers of people, but we are thrilled that her life has been recognised with
and Medal of the Order of Australia.
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Much Modified MASA Quiz Night – register in week 1 please
The Quiz Night has been modified this year to allow more schools to participate. We understand
that each school has different restrictions regardng social gatherings at the moment and we
wanted to cater for the community.
Senior teams will be given the option to connect online via Zoom or MS Teams on the night. We will
facilitate this connection for the schools. The Committee felt it was important that the graduating
class doesn’t miss out on their last Quiz Night.
The Junior (year 7 to 9) and Intermediate (Year 9-10) packs are also available for schools. These are
an excellent resource for the classroom or an in-house activity later in the year.
The questions and solution packs will be emailed, so schools can print in house. Printing and prizes
will need to be organised by each school this year.

Please click here now for the form and get it back to the MASA office by the end of week 1

The 59th Hamann School Mathematics
Competition
for SPE Prizes Competition date Wednesday 19th
August, Marking night Monday 31st August
The Hamann School Mathematics Competition that was postponed
due to Covid-19 will go ahead in week 5.
Coordinators have already received the competition papers and are keeping them safe and
confidential.
Completed papers are due at the MASA office by end of day Thursday 27th August to log into the
system.
Marking night is Monday 31st August at Adelaide High School. Can you please confirm names and
numbers to masamail@internode.on.net, so we can be sure to cater enough supper?
Schools will be notified of prize-winners and arrangements for the invitation-only presentation event.
We thank the Society for Petroleum Engineers for their historic and continuing support of this
wonderful student opportunity. We thank the writers, coordinators and markers of the competitions
and we look forward to celebrating the achievements of the students.
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Saturday Maths Problem Solving returning
Saturday Maths Problem Solving is an opportunity for students in years 7 to 11 who
are interested in developing their problem-solving skills in mathematics beyond the
school curriculum.
Due to COVID-19 further workshops will be suspended for the time being. We will
resume email promotion once appropriate, and session dates will be published on
the MASA website. We continue to collect interest for future sessions. To register new
interest and for more information about Saturday Maths Problem Solving please
email mbammann@gmail.com

South Australian Maths Talent Quest
and Junior Secondary Mathematical Enrichment Project
Supported by the Department for Education South Australia and MASA, these student competitions
are free to enter.
Mathematical investigation projects are a great exercise at any year level to get students thinking
about applying mathematical concepts to measure, assess or even solve real-world problems.
Students can do their best work when following an idea they are passionate about. The projects
can be in the form of written reports, posters, models, or videos.
If some of your students have completed a mathematical investigation project that you think is
excellent work, enter them in this chance to win cash prizes and to be considered for judging at the
national level. The projects may be by individuals, small groups, or whole classes.
For the safety of MASA staff and volunteers, in 2020, we recommend the projects be delivered
(contact free) in a digital format:
•
•
•

pdf reports
posters as picture files
models as picture files or video files.

For detailed information, dates, registration
forms, cover sheets see student activities pages
of the MASA website
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Appointment of Director, National
Mathematics Summer School.
The National Mathematics Summer School (NMSS) is a
two-week residential mathematics school that takes
place every year in January at the Australian National
University. It is the oldest and most prestigious summer
school in Australia, organised by AAMT in collaboration
with ANU, and attracts some of the most talented Year
11 students in mathematics from across the country.
The NMSS is led by the Director, who is an experienced
mathematician with a strong interest in the education
of talented young people and with experience in
managing programs similar to the NMSS. The Director is
a voluntary role. It attracts an honorarium and may be part of an academic portfolio.
The Director is appointed by the NMSS Management Board for a period of three years. The Board is
currently seeking a Director for the period 2022-2024, with the requirement to participate in the 2021
Summer School.
Further information and application details, see here.
Enquiries should be addressed to Duncan Rayner, CEO AAMT, at drayner@aamt.edu.au
The NMSS Board welcomes interest from any suitable applicants.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Student Applications open for 2021 National Mathematics Summer School
10 – 13 January 2021 ANU John XX111 Residential College
This is a live-in fortnight for students going into year 12 who have a passion for mathematics. Topics
include Number Theory, Chaos Theory, Cryptography, Knot theory Languages and Automata,
Projective geometry, Topology plus a social program including
excursions of Canberra, career advice, group dinners, guest lectures
and more.
For comprehensive information and a printable colour flyer - Click
here
For 2021 Student Application form – Click here
Student Applications due by 13th August (week 4)
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School visits from engineering professionals!
SPE-SA would like to support you in encouraging STEM based learning. Our keen volunteers would
appreciate the opportunity to speak to your Year 9 to 12 students about the engineering
profession.
To arrange a school visit, please email your contact details to community@spe-sa.org
A wealth of energy education resources are also available at www.energy4me.org to assist
teachers
Who is SPE?
The Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) is a not-for-profit, professional organisation with 168,000
members worldwide. The local South Australian Section (SPE-SA) has 500 members and is run by a
team of enthusiastic volunteers. SPE’s vision is to enable the sharing of technical knowledge
amongst its members, to meet the world’s growing energy needs, in a safe and environmentally
responsible manner.
As part of our commitment to the local community, SPE-SA actively supports the promotion of
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) based learning. We see this as an
investment in the next generation of talented students who will become South Australia’s future
engineers and leaders.
SPE-SA has been an avid supporter of MASA for the past two decades, through sponsorship of the
School Mathematics Competition. Over the past 30 years our volunteers have also been actively
engaged with the broader community via school visits, organisation of student / teacher workshop
and Science Alive!
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Bounce back in Semester 2 with a live maths show
Perfect for a Maths Week or Maths Day activity

If you are looking for something fun and different to do in maths, then why not try a
live performance as a unique maths incursion?
Our shows boost student engagement and interest in maths by combining the
wonder, power and beauty of maths with live entertainment and performance.
Choose from either The Maths Show or The Maths and Sport Show.
Our shows are suitable for Junior Secondary and Primary students, with tailored
versions for different ages.
We will be touring South Australian schools in Term 4, 2020. Both shows have been
adapted for COVID Safe live delivery.
We are proudly sponsored by MASA with discounts available for member schools.
To find out more, contact us today:
Felstead Education
Web: www.felstead.com.au
Email: info@felstead.com.au
Phone: 0402 223406

It was awesome! The performer was engaging and hilarious. The kids loved the
show! Libby Foley, Chevallum State School
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Geoff Philips, an experienced
mathematics teacher and author
from Victoria, has a huge FREE
set of resource materials.
Geoff is very kindly making this
material available to teachers in
SA through his website. After
enquiries from several teachers
at the recent MASA Annual
Conference, in addition to Fifty50
worksheets (see first link below)
Geoff has now made available
two Polyhedra construction
books in pdf format (see second
link below).
After clicking on a link, wait for
the linked page to load, then
right-click the required resource
and select "Download" to
download. You may also
navigate through folders or view
files online before downloading
by double-clicking several times.
The Fifty50 download will be a zip
file, in which case you may need
to double-click it and drag its
contents to a convenient
location our device before
opening files. If you have any
trouble, please contact Geoff for
assistance.
fifty50mathematics@gmail.com
Fifty50 Mathematics Worksheets
and more:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xzNwg-yBlZsH4B0KOL5KA-v9ddIyrnjn
Polyhedra books:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mQcZrP_Eye9P-88qpsuP2F0Sa4oi5vDJ
See below for more new free material

A condition of use is that Geoff Phillips Publications be acknowledged as the copyright
owner on any printing/photocopying surveys or Copyright Agency audits.
Link to Further Maths Worked Examples and notes:
(After link loads, right click folder and select
Download.) https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lGka4e9XhHqee_TDnNwhaURwQZlB9eAx
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2020 MASA Revision Guides
The 2020 editions of Essential, General, Methods and Specialist Revision Guides are in stock.
Pro-orders have been delivered. Some stock still available. Click here for order form

2020 Stage 2 Trial exams 2020 editions coming in Term 3
Available soon – delivered direct to your inbox as soon as files arrive.
These publications are a great support for teachers if Stage 2 Maths and give students vital
practice at a full length and rigorous exam. Click here for publications order form

New MASA Resource for teachers of year 7 mathematics
With year 7 being transitioned into secondary school, MASA has written a
new resource to assist teachers to get on top of standards and models.
The book includes test papers and solutions in 10 topics as well as advice
for mathematical investigations. A snip at $25 inc GST Order here

New MASA Resource for teachers of Stage 2 General
Mathematics
Available from Term 2 week 4, a new resource for Stage 2 General
Mathematics including three Skills and Applications Tasks and additional
practice questions for the Hungarian Algorithm. The resource is $25 inc
GST Order here.

DUAL-Oh! Maths Card Games
Dual-Oh! Maths card games developed by a West Australian
Educational Consultant, Richard Korbosky, can be purchased through
MASA. The rules are simple, but it is the maths that is increasingly
challenging as you move through proficiency from reception to upper
primary level. The games can be played as simple or complex as you
work with students of different levels. Scale of prices make multiple
purchases attractive.
Click here for price list

Back to Front Publications
MASA is proud to sell the Back to Front Publications, including the five books in the very popular
‘Fixing Misconceptions’ range. Click here for the price list and order form

Free Graphics Calculator Books from Casio
Casio is offering free copies of the Barry Kissane, Marian Kemp book originally written for the
fx-CG20AU model, which translates nicely to the fx-CG50AU model as well. Just email
edusupport@shriro.com.au and arrangements can be made to supply.
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The T3 Australia Blog is here! https://t3australia.blog/
Why follow the blog?
• Register for FREE PD events
• Watch On Demand Webinars
• Download Featured Classroom Activities
• Read interesting articles from fellow teachers
• See what conference TI will be at
• Be first to find out about giveaways
Developed by Australian Teachers for Australian Teachers
T3 (Teachers teaching with technology) Australia, Professional Development by Texas
Instruments. Our community is made up of mathematics and STEM educators from around
Australia. We are united in the goal to assist fellow educators through quality professional
development and support to enable them to be successful in the classroom.

Texas Instruments FREE Webinar & Curriculum Inspirations Program
Led by teachers for teachers, TI Webinars and Curriculum Inspirations feature the most relevant
topics in mathematics and STEM education.
Live webinars last approximately 60 minutes and are held in the evenings, Curriculum Inspirations
are short focused sessions of approximately 15 minutes immediately after school.
All sessions are recorded and available On- Demand to be reviewed in your own time. To review
the library of On-Demand listings click here.

Texas Instruments, Gold Sponsor of the Mathematical Association of South Australia
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https://education.ti.com/en-au/products/micro-controller/ti-innovator-rover
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ndrew Lorimer from THINKSQUARE will be at the MASA Annual Conference. For sales contact

masamail@internode.net.au
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Online Membership System
masaonline.org.au
Your subscription can easily be recovered within the year through significant concessions to
MASA conferences and workshops, access to student activities and our publications.

Australian Mathematics Education Journal (4 issues per year)
Australian Primary Mathematics Classroom (4 issues)
Membership of MASA automatically affiliates you with AAMT. One AAMT journal is included in
the MASA membership fee, others may be purchased separately by completing the relevant
details on the MASA membership form.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

access to MASA’s extensive professional learning programs at Member’s rates
substantial Member concessions on conferences and publications
affiliation with the Australian Association of Mathematics Teachers Inc. (AAMT)
extensive deductions to a range of AAMT publications and services
regular information about developments in mathematics education
subscriptions may be deducted from your Credit Union SA account.
tax-deductible Membership
Complimentary Mathematics Leader support program
Complimentary access to closed professional Facebook Forums
Complimentary networking events throughout the year

The AAMT publications section offers a wide range of high quality mathematics
education materials for sale at reasonable prices. The AAMT Mathematics Resource
Catalogue and newsletter (Highest Common Factor) is sent to all MASA members.
Members can also select extra magazines to receive throughout the year. These are
listed on our Membership form titled Serial Publications. AAMT gives a substantial
reduction in cost to all MASA Members. It does pay to become a MASA member.
.resources.
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AND THE WINNER IS…..We will be conducting draws throughout the year where
one lucky Member each Term will receive a $25.00 Dymocks book voucher.
The winner for Term 3, 2020 is Sean Carr. Congratulations! And thank you for being a member of
MASA.
Each year MASA presents an award to a teacher, who attends one of our Professional
Development Sessions. All teachers who put their name on any of our Professional Development
Forms will automatically be entered into the draw.
The prize of a $100.00 book voucher is sponsored by Dymocks Adelaide. This draw is held at our
AGM in December at our MASA office. We appreciate the continued support of Dymocks
Adelaide and once again extend our thanks for their contribution.

Renew your MASA Membership for 2020– (click here)
The subscription year is 1st of January to 31st of December.
Remember to renew to receive discounts on Professional Learning
workshops and conferences and most publications, and many other
benefits.
Highlighting our New Membership Category for Retired Teachers
And FREE membership for pre-service teachers
MASA has many members who have recently or not so recently,
stepped away from the classroom. For MASA, the experience and
expertise of these people is something we value, and we wish to
maintain links with these retired teachers.
As an incentive for retired teachers to remain in the fold, we have
created a new level of membership that gives full voting rights and
an included subscription for the discounted price of $75 per year.
For education students, we offer free membership that helps you to get into the loop of what MASA
offers as resources and in its calendar. Despite being free of charge, as a member, you can still get
discounts on conferences and resources. Looks great on your resume to be linked to a professional
association. AAMT journals can be purchased for $33 per year, per title.
If you have any issues making the level change in your renewal, please call Patricia Chigwidden at
the MASA office on 8362 4332 for assistance.
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